CHAPTER   VII
•f
THE AUTHORITY  OF  CATHOLICISM
I.   NAPOLEON   III.   AND  THE  CHURCH
"badly shaken by the events of 1848, scared by Socialism,
the French bourgeoisie began to be less hostile to Catholicism,
and to feel it to be necessary for the people, even if they them-
selves could do without it."1 And this was but logical. Was
not the Church in the eyes of most people the natural, if not
Divine, bulwark against anarchy and licence in all their forms !
Nor indeed was the Church reluctant towards such an alliance:
afraid for her own existence if the forces of anti-clerical de-
mocracy triumphed in France (or indeed in any other country),
she gladly threw herself into the arms of the dominant class.
Louis Napoleon therefore soon realized that his authority,
whether as President or Emperor, would rest on a middle
class, in close alliance with the forces of clericalism to which
it had so often been opposed in the past. How far he would
really have chosen this it would be idle to discuss; of a genuine
personal devotion to the Catholic faith he never gave any
evidence, any more than his distinguished uncle; like him,
he was not averse to using the Church as an instrument of
domination. Unlike him, however, he soon found the parts
reversed: instead of the Church being his tool he soon became
the tool of the Church. It seems hard to deny that both the
partners in the Bonaparte-Clerical alliance made a grievous
miscalculation. Napoleon disappointed the high expectations
of the Church that he would make once more of France her
" eldest daughter/' She had not fully realized how half-hearted
had been his Roman intervention in 1849 anc^ h°w ^tle he
really cared for the purely Catholic side of the Crimean War,
assuming that the protection of Catholic interests in the Near
1 Longhaye, Le Dix-neuvieme Siecle, iii., p. 2.—"La bourgeoisie de 1814,
gorgee de biens nationaux, la seule chose qu'elle eut comprise des institutions
de 89, 6ta.it liberate, r^volutionnaire m£me. 1830 la refit conservatrice, 1848 Pa
rendue r^actionnaire, catholique et plus que jamais monarchique " (Proudhon,
Du Principe federatif).
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